(Junior) Developer (f/m/d) for Academic Partnerships at SAP Labs Munich

What to expect

The SAP Innovation Center Network (ICN) is responsible for contextualizing and pioneering the emerging technologies that will be foundational for SAP’s future success. We are a diverse, global team and collaborate across roles, functions, and locations, enabling every colleague to contribute and investigate new ideas. We identify and contextualize emerging technologies to define their value for business and society. With around 200 development, business and design experts worldwide, the ICN is geared up to make an impact. As innovation requires courage, curiosity, and patience, we live up to a culture of trial and continuous learning. This paves our way to success: We create tangible business value for our lines of business and for our customers through large-scale adoption of cutting-edge technology at SAP.

Your tasks will include

As a (Junior) Developer for Academic Partnerships, you will become part of a young, agile team that is responsible for our strategic engagements with universities and research institutions in and around Munich, but also globally. You will source early technologies through applied research partnerships and help to translate new concepts and ideas into assessable and feasible software prototypes that matter.

Skills and Competencies

Required

- University diploma or Master’s degree in Computer/Data Science, Information Systems, or related fields
- Strong programming skills in at least one programming language and relevant work experiences in software development projects, preferably with a focus on data management, data analysis, cloud engineering, security, or user experience
- Fluent language skills in English - both written and spoken

Beneficial

- Goal-oriented, hands-on, and ready to work in an agile environment and short-cycled projects with academic partners and internal project stakeholders
- Fluent language skills in German - both written and spoken

About SAP

SAP’s vision is to help the world run better and improve people’s lives.

As the cloud company powered by SAP HANA®, SAP is a market leader in enterprise application software, helping companies of all sizes and industries run better. SAP empowers people and organizations to work together more efficiently and use business insight more effectively. SAP applications and services enable our customers to operate profitably, adapt continuously, and grow sustainably.

At SAP, we believe in the power of collaboration and empower our employees to perform at their best in an environment that encourages free and open expression of ideas. With innovative job training, mentors to help you grow, and the flexibility to balance your work and personal life, you’ll be able to get more out of your career.

Interested?

Get in touch with Stephan!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephanwilhelm01/
stephan.wilhelm01@sap.com

Find all our job postings on jobs.sap.com

Apply now!
(Junior) Developer (f/m/d) for Academic Partnerships at SAP Labs Munich